Reaper, Hid, and Grim are three Drosophila cell death activators that each contain a conserved NH 2 -terminal Reaper, Hid, Grim (RHG) motif. We have analyzed the importance of the RHG motifs in Reaper and Grim for their different abilities to activate cell death during development. Analysis of chimeric R/Grim and G/Reaper proteins indicated that the Reaper and Grim RHG motifs are functionally distinct and help to determine speci®c cell death activation properties. A truncated GrimC protein lacking the RHG motif retained an ability to induce cell death, and unlike Grim, R/Grim, or G/Reaper, its actions were not ef®ciently blocked by the cell death inhibitors, Diap1, Diap2, p35, or a dominant/negative Dronc caspase. Finally, we identi®ed a second region of sequence similarity in Reaper, Hid, and Grim, that may be important for shared RHG motif-independent activities. q
Introduction
Programmed cell death is a fundamental developmental process that is essential for tissue sculpting, removal of transient structures, adjusting sizes of interacting cell populations, and elimination of non-functional or deleterious cells (reviewed in Steller 1995; Milligan and Schwartz, 1996; Jacobson et al., 1997; Meier et al., 2000a) . One key cell death pathway was initially identi®ed in C. elegans and involves the actions of three evolutionarily conserved proteins: the Ced-3 and Ced-4 death activators, and the Ced-9 death inhibitor (reviewed in Metzstein et al., 1998; Hengartner, 1999) . Vertebrate orthologs have been identi®ed for each of these proteins, including: a family of caspases related to Ced-3; Apaf-1, a Ced-4-related protein; and the Bcl-2 family of Ced-9-related proteins (reviewed in Hengartner, 2000; Meier et al., 2000a) . In vertebrates, distinct Bcl-2 family members can inhibit or induce cell death activation by in¯uencing homeostasis of mitochondria. Signi®cantly, mitochondrial release of cytochrome c triggers the formation of an apoptosome complex containing Apaf-1, cytochrome c, and caspase-9 (reviewed in Hengartner, 2000) . Subsequent activation of downstream effector caspases results in the targeted cleavage of cellular proteins and mediates the morphological and biochemical changes associated with programmed cell death.
In Drosophila, cell death is also regulated by conserved members of the caspase, Ced-4/Apaf-1, and Bcl-2 protein families (reviewed in Abrams, 1999; Song and Steller, 1999; Bangs and White, 2000; Rubin et al., 2000; Vernooy et al., 2000) . In addition, three novel genes, reaper, head involution defective (hid) and grim, have also been identi®ed as key cell death regulators. The combined actions of these grim±reaper genes are essential for cell death activation (reviewed in Bergmann et al., 1998; Abrams, 1999; Song and Steller, 1999; Bangs and White, 2000; Vernooy et al., 2000) . While the Grim±Reaper proteins do not contain de®ned structural domains, they each share sequence similarity in the 14 amino acids at their NH 2 -termini. This RHG (Reaper, Hid, Grim) motif is most similar between Reaper and Grim (71.4% identity), and least similar between Hid and Grim (21.4% identity). The RHG motif plays a key role in interactions between Grim±Reaper proteins and members of the Inhibitor-ofApoptosis-Protein (IAP) family, including Drosophila Diap1 and Diap2 (Hay et al., 1995; Vucic et al., 1997 Vucic et al., , 1998 McCarthy and Dixit, 1998; Wang et al., 1999;  Goyal et al., 2000) . Like other IAPs, Diap1 and Diap2 both contain related baculovirus IAP repeat (BIR) motifs, as well as a Really Interesting New Gene (RING) ®nger (Hay et al., 1995; Duckett et al., 1996) . Diap1 is an essential cell death regulator and diap1 mutants exhibit early embryonic lethality due to massive ectopic cell death Goyal et al., 2000; Lisi et al., 2000) . The functions of Diap2 in regulating cell death are less clear; however, it does share a number of functional properties with Diap1. Diap1 can directly bind caspases and repress their proteolytic activities Hawkins et al., 1999; Wang et al., 1999; Meier et al., 2000b) . Signi®cantly, caspase inhibition by Diap1 is antagonized by Hid , suggesting a double-repression model where the Grim±Reaper proteins promote cell death by binding to Diaps and suppressing their ability to inhibit caspases Goyal et al., 2000; Lisi et al., 2000) . Recent studies have indicated that the vertebrate Diablo/SMAC protein also promotes cell death activation by binding to IAPs and suppressing their death inhibitory activities (Du et al., 2000; Verhagen et al., 2000) . Thus, IAP suppression may be an evolutionarily conserved cell death regulatory mechanism. In this regard, while Grim±Reaper orthologs have not been identi®ed, the expression of each protein can induce vertebrate cells to die (Claveria et al., 1998; McCarthy and Dixit 1998; Haining et al., 1999) , implying that they may suppress vertebrate IAPs.
Despite many similarities in the actions of each Grim± Reaper protein, Reaper, Hid, and Grim do exhibit different abilities to induce cell death during development. In particular, Grim is a more potent activator of embryonic cell death than Reaper or Hid, and its actions are not as effectively repressed by Diap2 (Chen et al., 1996; Zhou et al., 1997; . To gain a full understanding of how the activation of cell death is regulated in Drosophila, it is therefore important to de®ne the basis for both the shared and unique actions of the Grim±Reaper proteins. In this study, we addressed this issue by examining whether the closely related RHG motifs of Reaper and Grim are functionally distinct. Transformant¯y strains were generated to express either a chimeric R/Grim protein, where the Grim RHG motif was replaced by that of Reaper, or an analogous G/Reaper chimera. Analysis of the actions of these chimeras in both the embryonic CNS midline and adult eye indicated that the two RHG motifs are not functionally interchangeable, and that they help determine the unique cell killing abilities of Reaper and Grim. We also analyzed the actions of a truncated GrimC protein which lacked the RHG motif. The expression of GrimC did induce cell death in the adult eye, indicating RHG motif-independent cell killing activities. Interestingly, GrimC-induced eye cell death was not effectively repressed by the Diaps, the caspase inhibitor p35, or a dominant/negative version of the Drosophila Dronc caspase. Consistent with the hypothesis that the Grim± Reaper proteins may share cell death functions independent of the RHG motif, we identi®ed a second region of sequence similarity between Reaper, Hid, and Grim. This 30 amino acid tryptophan (Trp)-block is present once in Reaper and Grim, and four times in Hid.
Results
2.1. Chimeric R/Grim and G/Reaper proteins exhibit cell killing properties distinct from Grim or Reaper
The RHG motifs of Reaper and Grim differ by only four amino acid substitutions, three of which are conservative. Given its important functions, it was of interest to determine whether the sequence differences in the RHG motif contribute to the distinct cell death-inducing abilities of Reaper and Grim. To address this issue, we generated P[UAS-r/grim]¯y strains to express a chimeric R/Grim protein, where the RHG motif of Grim was replaced by that of Reaper. In addition, we also generated P[UAS-g/reaper] strains to express a complementary G/Reaper chimera. The ability of each chimera to induce cell death was ®rst assessed in the embryonic CNS midline using the P[52A-gal4] driver strain to target their expression in the midline glia and Ventral Unpaired Median (VUM) neurons. Unlike Grim , midline expression of R/Grim via any of three different P[UAS-r/ grim] strains did not result in ectopic midline cell death (Fig. 1A,B) . Thus, the replacement of Grim's RHG motif with that of Reaper eliminated Grim's ability to induce cell death in the CNS midline. In contrast, expression of G/ Reaper via the P[UAS-g/reaper]-3A insertion did result in ectopic midline cell death (Fig. 1C) , implying that the Grim RHG motif can confer midline cell killing capability to Reaper. It should be noted, however, that three other P[UAS-g/reaper] insertions, including P[UAS-g/reaper]-2A, did not induce midline cell death (Fig. 1D) . The basis for this difference is not clear, although one possibility is that P[UAS-g/reaper]-3A provides higher levels of G/Reaper expression than the other insertions. Importantly, the actions of the R/Grim and G/Reaper chimeras indicated that the closely related Reaper and Grim RHG motifs are functionally distinct and help determine the unique cell death-inducing properties of Reaper and Grim.
Targeted co-expression of Reaper and Grim results in much greater CNS midline cell death than expression of Reaper or Grim alone, indicating synergistic actions of these two proteins (Zhou et al., 1997; . We examined whether R/Grim or G/Reaper might also exhibit synergistic actions by co-expressing each chimera with Reaper. Unlike P[52A-gal4]-targeted expression of Reaper or R/Grim alone, co-expression of Reaper and R/Grim did result in ectopic midline cell death (Fig. 1E ). This indicated that replacement of the RHG motif in Grim with that of Reaper did not abolish Grim's ability to function synergistically. Similarly, while midline expression of the P[UAS-g/ reaper]-2A insertion did not induce cell death, its coexpression with Reaper did result in synergistic midline cell killing effects (Fig. 1D,F ). This result indicated that replacement of the RHG motif in Reaper with that of Grim conferred an ability to act synergistically with Reaper, and also provided additional evidence that G/Reaper possesses Grim-like cell killing activities.
The ability of R/Grim and G/Reaper to induce cell death in post-embryonic stages was also analyzed. The P[GMRgal4] driver strain was used to target expression of the chimeras in the developing eye imaginal disc and other cells that express the Glass transcription factor (Moses and Rubin, 1991) . P[GMR-gal4]-targeted expression of R/ Grim via the P[UAS-r/grim]-3A or P[UAS-r/grim]-3B insertion resulted in lethality (data not shown), while expression via the P[UAS-r/grim]-2A insertion resulted in semi-lethality and a moderate loss of eye tissue ( Fig. 2A,B) . Expression of G/Reaper via the P[UAS-g/reaper]-XA, P[UAS-g/reaper]-3A, and P[UAS-g/reaper]-3B insertions also resulted in lethality (data not shown), while semi-lethality and a nearly complete loss of eye tissue was observed using the P[UAS-g/reaper]-2A insertion (Fig. 2C ). These results indicated that, similar to Reaper and Grim , both R/Grim and G/Reaper are effective inducers of cell death in the developing adult eye.
To analyze the mechanisms through which R/Grim and G/Reaper induced cell death, we then tested the ability of several anti-apoptosis proteins to in¯uence the actions of the chimeras. The effects of P[GMR-gal4]-targeted R/Grim or G/Reaper expression were completely blocked by: (1), the broad spectrum caspase inhibitor p35 (Fig. 2D,E) ; (2), Dronc C318S (Fig. 2F,G) , a dominant negative version of the Drosophila Dronc caspase (Hawkins et al., 2000) ; and (3), Diap1 (Fig. 2H,I ). Thus, animals co-expressing either chimera and any one of these three apoptosis inhibitors were fully viable and exhibited normal eye tissue. In contrast, Diap2 was less effective at repressing cell killing by R/Grim and G/Reaper, as animals co-expressing Diap2 and either chimera were fully viable, but exhibited a loss of eye tissue (Fig. 2J,K) . This result contrasts with the ability of Diap2 to fully block the effects of P[GMR-gal4]-targeted Reaper expression and its inability to block Grim-induced cell death . Taken together, these data indicate that G/Reaper and R/Grim act through similar caspase-dependent pathways as Reaper and Grim, and that their functional interactions with Diap2 are dependent upon the identity of the RHG motif.
Diap1 differentially in¯uences cell death induced by Reaper, Hid, or Grim
The use of the Gal4/UAS-targeted gene expression system revealed that both in the embryonic midline and adult eye, Diap2 more effectively repressed cell death induced by Reaper and Hid, than by Grim . We therefore investigated whether Diap1 might also exhibit distinct abilities to repress cell death induced by native Grim±Reaper proteins. Within the CNS midline, Diap1 mostly blocked cell death induced by P[52A-gal4]-targeted co-expression of Reaper and Hid, as the resulting embryos exhibited either no ectopic cell death, or reduced cell death compared with embryos expressing only Reaper and Hid (Fig. 3A±C) . In contrast, Diap1 fully blocked cell death induced by Grim, as embryos co-expressing both proteins exhibited a normal array of midline cells (Fig.  3D,E) . These results indicated that Diap1 also exhibits distinct abilities to repress midline cell death induced by the Grim±Reaper proteins, and that it differed from Diap2 in being more effective against Grim than Reaper and Hid.
We also tested the ability of Diap1 to in¯uence the effects of P[GMR-gal4]-targeted expression of Reaper, Hid, or Grim. Diap1 fully blocked Reaper-induced cell death, as animals co-expressing both proteins were viable and exhibited normal eye tissue (Fig. 4A) . In contrast, Diap1 only partially blocked Hid-induced cell death, as animals coexpressing Diap1 and Hid were viable, but exhibited a strong loss of eye tissue (Fig. 4B) . Finally, Diap1 failed to suppress Grim-induced lethality (data not shown). Overall, these results imply that Diap1 is highly effective at blocking the effects of P[GMR-gal4]-targeted expression of Reaper, moderately effective at repressing Hid, and ineffective at repressing Grim. To further examine this apparent selectivity, we made use of a gain-of-function diap1 mutant allele, th sl , which was previously shown to dominantly inhibit eye cell death induced by P[GMR-reaper] or P[GMR-grim], but not by P[GMR-hid] (Lisi et al., 2000) . Strikingly, th sl dominantly blocked Reaper-induced lethality, although the resulting¯ies did exhibit a moderate loss of eye tissue (Fig. 4C) , indicating the persistence of some ectopic cell death. In contrast, th sl failed to rescue the lethality induced by P[GMR-gal4]-targeted expression of Hid or Grim (data not shown). While this selectivity differs somewhat from that seen for the P[GMR] grim±reaper strains (Lisi et al., 2000) , it is consistent with Diap1 being more effective at blocking cell death induced by Reaper than by Hid or Grim.
Taken together with the analysis of Diap1 functions in the CNS midline, these results reveal tissue-speci®c differences in the ability of Diap1 to repress cell death induced by ectopic expression of the Grim±Reaper proteins.
The RHG motif is essential for Grim-induced cell killing in the CNS midline, but not in the adult eye
Compared with Reaper, a truncated ReaperC protein lacking the RHG motif exhibited enhanced synergistic cell killing with Hid or Grim in the CNS midline, but a reduced ability to induce cell death in the eye . To analyze the importance of the RHG motif for Grim function, we generated P[UAS-grimC] transformant strains to express a similarly truncated GrimC protein. Unlike Grim, GrimC alone did not induce midline cell death, and neither did it act synergistically with Reaper, Hid, or Grim (data not shown). The same results were obtained using multiple P[UASgrimC] insertions. Thus, the RHG motif is essential for Grim's ability to induce midline cell death. In contrast, P[GMR-gal4]-targeted GrimC expression did induce ectopic eye cell death, as indicated by a strong loss of eye tissue in the resulting¯ies (Fig. 5A) . Thus, GrimC exhibited tissue-speci®c cell killing abilities. The eye cell death induced by GrimC was only partially repressed by Diap1 or Diap2 (Fig. 5B,C) , consistent with the RHG motif being crucial for Grim/Diap interactions. Strikingly, GrimCinduced cell death was also only partially repressed by p35 (Fig. 5D ), suggesting that GrimC may have caspaseindependent activities or act through a p35-insensitive caspase, such as Dronc (Hawkins et al., 2000; Meier et al., 2000b) . Consistent with the latter hypothesis, co-expression of the dominant/negative Dronc C318S protein (Hawkins et al., 2000) partially suppressed GrimC-induced eye cell death (Fig. 5E ). The eye cell death induced by ReaperC was also only partially repressed by Diap1, p35, and Dronc C318S (Fig. 5F±I) . The ability of the GrimC and ReaperC proteins to induce cell death that is in¯uenced similarly by these apoptosis inhibitors strongly suggests that Reaper and Grim may share RHG motif-independent cell death activities. The existence of a second death-inducing region of Grim was also noted by Vucic et al. (1998) in analyses of a truncated Grim protein in cultured insect cells.
Additional sequence similarity among the Grim±Reaper proteins
One prediction from the hypothesis that Reaper and Grim share RHG motif-independent cell death activities is that they may also possess additional sequence similarities. In this regard, we detected a related 15 amino acid sequence present in Reaper and Grim located outside the RHG motif (Fig. 6 ). These sequences are 40.0% identical and begin with the single Trp residue in Reaper (Trp32) or Grim (Trp86). Inspection of the sequences surrounding each of the four Trp residues in Hid (Trp101, Trp245, Trp301, and Trp391) revealed an expanded 30 amino acid region (referred to as a Trp-block) that exhibits modest sequence similarity in all three proteins (Fig. 6) . Of the four Trpblocks in Hid (Hid-1: amino acids 95±124; Hid-2: amino acids 239±268; Hid-3: amino acids 295±324; and Hid-4: amino acids 385±410), three are located in the COOH-half of the protein and the last is truncated by the stop codon. The highest similarity is found between the Trp-blocks of Reaper and Grim (amino acids 26±55 of Reaper and 80± 109 of Grim), which are 20.0% identical. Comparison of Reaper and Grim to Hid indicated that the Reaper Trpblock is most similar to Hid-3 (13.3% identity), while the Grim Trp-block is most similar to Hid-1 (16.7% identity). Among the Hid Trp-blocks, Hid-1 and Hid-2 are the most similar (16.7% identity). Although these sequence identities are modest, they are comparable with the 21.4% identity between the RHG motifs of Grim and Hid. In addition, there are a number of positions that have similar amino acids. Inspection of the genomic organization of the grim± reaper genes indicated that Trp-blocks of Reaper, Grim, as well as Hid-2, Hid-3, and Hid-4, are each encoded by a separate exon (Fig. 7) . Hid-1 is nearly equally partitioned between exons 1 and 2 of the hid gene. Interestingly, each Hid Trp-block is located quite near to an exon/intron boundary in the hid gene and Hid-4 comprises all of the coding region present on exon 4. These ®ndings further support the notion that the grim±reaper genes evolved from a common ancestor and that Reaper, Hid, and Grim share RHG-dependent and RHG-independent cell death activation functions.
Discussion

The RHG motif of Reaper and Grim confers unique cell killing properties
Our analyses of R/Grim and G/Reaper chimeras have Fig. 6 . The Reaper, Hid, and Grim proteins share sequence similarity outside the RHG motif. Alignment of the 30 amino acid Trp-blocks of Reaper (residues 26±55), Grim (residues 80±109), and Hid (residues 95±124, 239±268, 295±324, 385±410). Open or ®lled boxes with bold type indicate identical residues. The 15 amino acid region of Reaper and Grim that exhibits 40% identity is indicated by (*******). Sequence identities: Reaper/Grim, 20%; Reaper/Hid-1, 6.7%; Reaper/Hid-2, 6.7%; Reaper/Hid-3, 13.3%; Reaper/Hid-4, 11.5%; Grim/Hid-1, 16.7%; Grim/Hid-2, 6.7%; Grim/Hid-3, 6.7 %; Grim/Hid-4, 7.7%; Hid-1/Hid-2, 16.7%; Hid-1/Hid-3, 3.3%; Hid-1/Hid-4, 6.7%; Hid-2/Hid-3, 11.5%; Hid-2/Hid-3, 11.5%; Hid-3/Hid-4, 7.7% indicated that the closely related RHG motifs of Reaper and Grim are not functionally interchangeable. Instead, the four amino acid substitutions between their RHG motifs help determine the unique cell killing abilities of Reaper and Grim. For example, unlike Grim, R/Grim resembled Reaper and was unable to induce cell death in the CNS midline. In contrast, one P[UAS-g/reaper] strain induced signi®cant midline cell death, implying that the presence of the Grim RHG motif can confer Grim-like cell killing abilities to Reaper. It is important to note, however, that the identity of the RHG motif did not completely transform the cell killing properties of the chimeras, indicating that other regions of Reaper and Grim proteins are also crucial for their distinct actions. In this regard, like Grim, both R/ Grim and G/Reaper were able to act synergistically with Reaper to induce CNS midline cell death. As with Reaper or Grim, P[GMR-gal4]-targeted expression of R/Grim or G/Reaper was very effective at inducing cell death. However, the actions of the chimeras were distinct from those of Reaper or Grim. In particular, the cell death phenotypes resulting from R/Grim or G/Reaper expression were completely blocked by Diap1 and partially blocked by Diap2. In contrast, both Diap1 and Diap2 completely blocked the effects of Reaper expression, but did not affect cell death induced by Grim. Thus, as a result of the presence of the Reaper RHG motif, R/Grim exhibited an increased sensitivity to repression by the Diaps compared with Grim. Similarly, the presence of the Grim RHG motif in G/Reaper resulted in decreased sensitivity to repression by Diaps compared with Reaper. These results indicated that the sequence differences in the RHG motifs of Reaper and Grim may strongly in¯uence functional interactions with the Diaps.
Diap1 and Diap2 exhibit distinct abilities to repress cell death induced by Grim±Reaper proteins
In this study, we showed that Diap1, like Diap2 , exhibits distinct abilities to repress cell death induced by Reaper, Hid, or Grim. In the CNS midline, Diap1 more effectively blocked Grim-induced cell death than cell death induced by Reaper and Hid. In contrast, when examined in the adult eye, Diap1 was most effective at blocking Reaper-induced cell death, moderately effective against Hid, and ineffective against Grim. Similar results were obtained using the th sl gain-of-function diap1 mutant allele (Lisi et al., 2000) , which repressed Reaper-induced eye cell death more effectively than death induced by Hid or Grim. Importantly, these data indicated that Diap1 has distinct, tissue-speci®c effects on cell death induced by Grim±Reaper proteins, and that these effects differ from those of Diap2. The basis for these functional distinctions are not yet clear. One possibility is that the associations between each Diap and Grim±Reaper protein may differ in strength, or be in¯uenced by speci®c ancillary factors. Differences have been noted between Diap1 and Diap2 in their ability to bind and repress the actions of certain caspases , and Reaper, Hid, and Grim can act through different downstream caspases (Song et al. 2000) . Taken together, these ®ndings suggest potentially complex functional interactions between Grim±Reaper proteins, Diaps, and caspases. It is likely that distinct activities of individual Grim±Reaper and Diap proteins provide enhanced capabilities for regulating cell death processes in different developmental and physiological contexts.
3.3. Do Reaper, Hid, and Grim share RHG-independent functions?
Both truncated ReaperC and GrimC proteins induce cell death in developing tissues, indicating that regions outside the RHG motif also have death-inducing activities. Surprisingly, we found that cell death induced by GrimC or ReaperC was only partially repressed by p35, suggesting a distinct mode of action compared with native Reaper or Grim. Similar to Reaper, Hid and Grim (Hawkins et al., 2000) , GrimC does apparently act through the p35-insensitive caspase, Dronc, as GrimC-induced death was partially suppressed by a dominant/negative Dronc C318S protein. However, the persistence of some eye cell death in the presence of Dronc C318S indicated that GrimC and ReaperC also act through alternate pathways. Perhaps GrimC acts through pro-apoptotic Drosophila Bcl-2 orthologs that may induce cell death which is not blocked by p35 (Igaki et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2000) . Another interesting possibilty is that GrimC might act via a Drosophila ortholog of Scythe, a Xenopus cell death regulator that binds Reaper, Hid, and Grim independently of the RHG motif (Thress et al., 1999) .
We identi®ed a second region of sequence similarity, the 30 amino acid Trp-block, which is present once in Reaper and Grim, and four times in Hid. The Trp-blocks may be important for the cell death activation capabilities of GrimC and ReaperC, as well as for potentially shared RHG motifindependent activities of native Grim±Reaper proteins. This additional sequence similarity also suggests a modular organization of the Grim±Reaper proteins, where distinct functions may be afforded by the RHG motif and Trp-block. Taken together, the sequence similarities of the Grim± Reaper proteins, as well as the organization and chromosomal location of the corresponding genes, imply that the grim±reaper genes arose from duplication of a common ancestor and have diverged to assume overlapping yet distinct cell death activation functions. It will be of interest to determine the representation of grim±reaper orthologs in other species, information that could provide important insights into the evolution of cell death control mechanisms. This is of particular relevance given that inhibition of IAP activity is likely to constitute a conserved mechanism to regulate cell death activation (Du et al., 2000; Verhagen et al., 2000) .
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